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ABSTRACT 

It is well known that Chinese regulated verse should meet certain tonal 
requirements. We offer a corpus study and examine to what extent the 
requirements are satisfied. The corpus consists of all regulated poems with seven-
syllable lines in the anthology of Three Hundred Tang Poems. The result shows 
that only about 32% of the lines and 1% of the poems meet the strict version of 
the tonal requirements, according to which every syllable must use a designated 
tone. On the other hand, 95% of the lines and 68% of the poems satisfy the 
relaxed version of the tonal requirements, according to which the tonal choices 
for the first, third, and fifth syllables of a line are more flexible. We also discuss 
a some other points of interest: the Gu Ping constraint, comparisons of our results 
with those of five-syllable lines (Ripley 1980), and word frequencies. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

It is often stated that, unlike older verse or folk verse, Chinese 
regulated verse has special requirements for tonal alternations. The 
requirements were probably introduced by Shen Yüeh and others in the 
fifth century in imitation of the alternation between long and short 
syllables in Sanskrit meter (Mair and Mei 1991). It is rarely shown 
though how faithfully regulated verse follows the tonal rules. We are 
aware of only one published corpus study in this regard, which is Ripley 
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(1980), based on his dissertation (Ripley 1979). However, Ripley’s work 
only considers poems with five syllables per line. In this article we offer 
a study that considers poems with seven syllables per line.1 

In regulated verse each syllable belongs to one of two tonal 
categories, either even (E) or oblique (O), which must alternate in certain 
ways. The E and O tones probably correspond to what were historically 
long and short vowels, respectively (Zhou 1948). Previous descriptions 
provide four archetypal seven-syllable lines (Wang 1958), which we 
label as A through D. 
 
(1) Four line types 

a. EEOOEEO  (A) 
b. OOEEOOE  (B) 
c. OOEEEOO  (C) 
d. EEOOOEE  (D) 

 
The lines can form four couplets with mirrored patterns, shown in (2). 
 
(2) Four couplet types 

a. EEOOEEO  (A) 
 OOEEOOE  (B) 
b. OOEEOOE  (B) 
 EEOOEEO  (A) 
c. OOEEEOO  (C) 
 EEOOOEE  (D) 
d. EEOOOEE  (D) 
 OOEEEOO  (C) 

 
The final syllables of even-numbered lines tend to rhyme. In our corpus, 
rhyming syllables tend to have E tone. Thus it is usually couplets of type 
(2a) and (2c) that are encountered. Poems in regulated verse consist of 
quatrains composed of two differing couplets ending in the same tone. 
The couplets in (2) can be combined in this way to make four quatrains, 
shown in (3). 

                                                 
1  A reviewer points out that Professor Feng-ju Lo (羅鳳珠) has done considerable 
amount of corpus study on Chinese poetry. Unfortunately, we were not able to read her 
work or compare it with ours in this article.  
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(3) Four quatrain types 

a. EEOOEEO  (A) 
 OOEEOOE  (B) 
 OOEEEOO  (C) 
 EEOOOEE  (D) 
b. OOEEOOE  (B) 
 EEOOEEO  (A) 
 EEOOOEE  (D) 
 OOEEEOO  (C) 
c. OOEEEOO  (C) 
 EEOOOEE  (D) 
 EEOOEEO  (A) 
 OOEEOOE  (B) 
d. EEOOOEE  (D) 
 OOEEEOO  (C) 
 OOEEOOE  (B) 
 EEOOEEO  (A) 

 
Again, couplets that end in O are rare in our corpus, so the most common 
quatrains are of type (3a) and (3c). Eight-line poems in regulated verse 
consist of two quatrains of the same type. Two significant variants must 
be noted. First, in many poems the pattern of the first line is replaced 
with the pattern of the last line in the quatrain. This gives rise to the 
quatrain types in (4). 
 
(4) Quatrain types with first line rhyming 

a. EEOOOEE  (D) 
 OOEEOOE  (B) 
 OOEEEOO  (C) 
 EEOOOEE  (D) 
b. OOEEEOO  (C) 
 EEOOEEO  (A) 
 EEOOOEE  (D) 
 OOEEEOO  (C) 
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c. OOEEOOE  (B) 
 EEOOOEE  (D) 
 EEOOEEO  (A) 
 OOEEOOE  (B) 
d. EEOOEEO  (A) 
 OOEEEOO  (C) 
 OOEEOOE  (B) 
 EEOOEEO  (A) 

 
Most poems in our corpus employ quatrains of type (3a), (3c), (4a), or 
(4c). The purpose of the alternative quatrain pattern in (4) is to allow the 
first line to rhyme with the second and fourth lines (Wang 1958). We 
will call this pattern “first-line rhyming”. In our corpus, the second 
quatrain of eight-line poems does not use first-line rhyming. 

It has also been noted that poets often do not restrict the tones of 
certain syllables. In particular, there is the so-called “1-3-5 Rule”. A 
careful examination of the 1-3-5 Rule will be given later. Meanwhile, we 
will assume a literal interpretation of the rule, which says that the first, 
third, and fifth syllables in a seven-syllable line are free to be either E or 
O, but the second, fourth, sixth, and seventh syllables must conform to 
one of the archetypal patterns (Wang 1958). If the 1-3-5 Rule is used, the 
eight possible quatrains (four with first-line rhyming and four without) 
are shown in (5).  
 
(5) Quatrain types with the 1-3-5 Rule (X is any tone) 

Without first-line rhyming With first-line rhyming 
a. XEXOXEO (A) b. XEXOXEE (D) 
 XOXEXOE (B)   XOXEXOE (B) 
 XOXEXOO (C)   XOXEXOO (C) 
 XEXOXEE (D)   XEXOXEE (D) 
c. XOXEXOO (C)  d. XOXEXOE (B) 
 XEXOXEE (D)   XEXOXEE (D) 
 XEXOXEO (A)   XEXOXEO (A) 
 XOXEXOE (B)   XOXEXOE (B) 
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e. XOXEXOE (B) f. XOXEXOO (C) 
 XEXOXEO (A)  XEXOXEO (A) 
 XEXOXEE (D)   XEXOXEE (D) 
 XOXEXOO (C)   XOXEXOO (C) 
g. XEXOXEE (D)  h. XEXOXEO (A) 
 XOXEXOO (C)   XOXEXOO (C) 
 XOXEXOE (B)   XOXEXOE (B) 
 XEXOXEO (A)   XEXOXEO (A) 

 
The quatrains in the right column exhibit first-line rhyming. Note that in 
an eight-line poem, first-line rhyming only occurs in the first quatrain. If 
the first quatrain is from the right column, the second quatrain is the 
corresponding form in the left column (Wang 1958). Again, in our 
corpus rhyming syllables usually have E tone, so most quatrains are of 
type (5a)-(5d). 

Previous descriptions also mention an additional constraint called 
“Gu Ping” (literally ‘lone even’), which prohibits a line with no more 
than one E tone in the first six syllables (Wang 1958). This rule would 
take precedence over the 1-3-5 Rule. For example, a line of type 
OOOEOOE violates the Gu Ping rule because there is only one E tone in 
the first six syllables, even though this line can be considered a valid 
variation of type B under the 1-3-5 Rule (i.e. XOXEXOE). This will be 
discussed later. 
 
 
2. METHODS 
 

The corpus for our study is taken from the anthology of Three 
Hundred Tang Poems, which contains poems from many Tang writers. 
Many online sources have posted the entire anthology, where one can 
obtain the text. For ease of reference, we follow the edition by Qiu 
(1976) and number the poems sequentially. There are a total of 320 
poems in the anthology, of which 231 are regulated poems. Among the 
regulated poems 114 have seven syllables per line, with a total of 672 
lines. This is shown in (6). 
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(6) Regulated poems with seven syllables per line 
 Lines per poem # of such poems Total lines Total syllables 
 8 54 432 3024 
 4 60 240 1680 
 All 114 672 4704 
 

The entire corpus is arrayed in a spreadsheet. Then the tonal 
category (E or O) for each syllable is determined, in order to determine 
to what extent the sequence of E and O tones in each poem agrees with 
the principles outlined in the previous section (see below). 

Our initial hypothesis is that every line in the corpus conforms to a 
line pattern in (1); every couplet conforms to a couplet pattern in (2); 
every quatrain conforms to a quatrain pattern in (3) or (4); and every 
eight-line poem is composed of two quatrains with tone patterns that are 
identical except for possible first-line rhyming. If every line is perfect, 
the analysis would be straightforward. However, if some lines are not 
perfect, as often happens, then there would be ambiguities. For example, 
a line with EOOEOOO has several possible analyses, shown in (7). 
 
(7) Possible analyses of EOOEOOO 

Line type Analysis Errors 
 C without 1-3-5 OOEEEOO three syllables 
 C with 1-3-5 XOXEXOO none 
 B without 1-3-5 OOEEOOE three syllables 
 B with 1-3-5 XOXEXOE one syllable 
 
If we consider the line alone, we might choose the analysis “C with 1-3-
5”, which seems to be the best fit (no error syllable). However, if we 
consider the line within a poem, we might be forced to make another 
choice; for example, if all other lines in the poem suggest that this line 
should be “B with 1-3-5”, then we have to say that this line has one error 
syllable, instead of saying that this line is perfect but all the other lines 
have errors.   

Under such considerations, we first assign to each line a “best-fit” 
tonal pattern from the list in (1), without the 1-3-5 Rule, and then we 
assign to each poem a “best fit” tonal pattern accordingly. Then we 
reassign patterns using the 1-3-5 Rule. Finally we measure the extent to 
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which the poems agree with these ideal forms, tallying the number of 
lines, couplets, quatrains, and poems that match each pattern. 
 
2.1. Determining E and O tones 
 

Our corpus contains a total of 4704 characters tokens (1289 different 
characters). First, all characters were converted into Pinyin, the Roman 
spelling system, using the Convert function of the Chinese word 
processor NJStar. Then the tones for each syllable, represented as the 
digits 1 through 5 (where 5 indicates unstressed toneless syllables), were 
extracted and placed in a new column. Some examples are shown in (8). 
 
(8) Character Pinyin Tone Gloss  
 昔 xi2 2 old 
 人 ren2 2 person 
 已 yi3 3 already 
 乘 cheng2 2 ride 
 黃 huang2 2 yellow 
 鶴 he4 4 crane 
 去 qu4 4 depart 
 
Pinyin is based on modern Standard Chinese, which has five tonal 
categories, which derive from four classical tonal categories. However, 
Tang poems only distinguish two tonal categories, E (even) and O 
(oblique). The correspondences among classical tonal categories, the two 
poetic tonal categories (E and O), and modern tonal categories are shown 
in (9). 
 
(9) Classical  Poetic Modern  
 Ping E 1, 2, 5  
 Shang O 3, 5  
 Qu O 4, 5  
 Ru O 1, 2, 3, 4, 5  
 
The relation between modern tonal categories and the poetic categories E 
and O is shown in (10). 
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(10) Modern 1 2 3 4 5  
Poetic E, O E, O O O E, O 

 
All modern tone 3 and tone 4 syllables belong to the poetic category O. 
However, modern tone 1, tone 2, and tone 5 syllables may come from the 
classical category Ping, which belongs to the poetic category E, or from 
the classical category Ru, which belongs to the poetic category O. Thus, 
all tone 1, tone 2, and tone 5 syllables were manually examined to 
determine their poetic categories. A summary of modern tone counts is 
given in (11) and the counts of E and O tones are shown in (12). 
 
(11) Modern 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
 Count 1325 1403 620 1345 11 4704  
 
(12) Category E O All 
 Count 2470 2234 4704 
 % 52.5 47.5 100 
 
As can be seen, there are slightly more E tones than O tones. 
 
2.2. Alternate pronunciations and their effect 
 

Some Chinese characters have two or more pronunciations each. For 
such characters the Convert function in NJStar offers the most common 
pronunciation. However, less common pronunciations should not be 
ignored. Some examples are shown in (13), based on the multi-
pronunciation table of Tsai (2000). 
 
(13) Char. Pronunciations Tones Poetic Gloss 
 數 shu4, shu3, shuo4 4, 3, 4 O number/count 
 斜 xie2, xia2 2, 2 E tilted 
 長 chang2, zhang3, zhang4 2, 3, 4 E/O long/grow 
 和 he2, huo4 2, 4 E/O and/resonate 
 撒 sa1, sa3, sa4 1, 3, 4 E/O let loose/spread 
 
For some characters, such as 數 and 斜, all the pronunciations belong to 
the same poetic tonal category. For other characters, such as 長, 和, and 
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撒 , different pronunciations lead to different poetic tonal categories. 
Sometimes a different pronunciation has a somewhat different meaning. 
For example, for the character 長 , chang2 means ‘long’ but zhang3 
means ‘grow’. Similarly, for the character 數, shu4 means ‘number’, 
shu3 means ‘count’, and shuo4 means ‘frequent’. On the other hand, for 
the character 斜 , both xie2 and xia2 mean ‘tilted’. It is possible, 
sometimes, to determine which pronunciation is the most appropriate for 
a given poem. On the other hand, not all alternative pronunciations occur 
in the same dialect. For example, according to Xiandai Hanyu Cidian 
‘Modern Chinese Dictionary’ (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 
1978), modern Standard Chinese does not have zhang4 for 長, xia2 for 
斜, or sa4 for 撒. It is not clear to us how many multiple pronunciations 
existed for the Tang poets, and therefore we did not try to pick a 
particular pronunciation among the alternatives for each given line. 
Instead, we calculated the percentage of characters that have different 
tone types in order to estimate the upper bound of well-formed line 
types. The result is shown in (14).  
 
(14)  Types Tokens   
 Characters in corpus 1289 4704 
 Tone can vary (E and O) 65 (5%) 299 (6%) 
 
In our corpus there are 1289 distinct characters, of which 65 (or 5%) can 
be both E tone and O tone (see Appendix 1 for the list). These characters 
appear a total of 299 times, which is 6% of the 4704-syllable corpus. 

 While these characters may affect our judgment on the tonal pattern 
of a line, their influence on the overall result is not expected to be very 
large. In particular, for characters that have alternate pronunciations, if 
we only consider the pronunciation provided by NJStar’s Convert tool, 
we might misinterpret some of the tones intended by the poet. On the 
other hand, since the tonal choices made by NJStar represent the most 
common pronunciation, it is possible that most of them do reflect the 
intended pronunciation. For those that do not, the error could tilt the 
result either way: it could either mistake a bad tone for a good tone, or it 
could mistake a good tone for a bad tone. Thus, the overall result should 
still be reasonably accurate. 

We can also estimate the upper bound on the degree of faithfulness 
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of the corpus to the canonical tone patterns in (5) by choosing the tone or 
the rhyme that best fits the line. For example, if NJStar gives a syllable 
an E tone whereas the line type predicts it to be an O tone, the line would 
be judged ill-formed on the initial pass, but if the syllable can be E or O 
according to Tsai (2000), we can choose the O tone instead and the 
syllable now agrees with the line type. It is possible that this method may 
sometimes choose a pronunciation that was not intended by the poet, and 
hence the upper bound is higher than the actual level of best fits. 
However, since only 299 character tokens (6% of the corpus) have 
alternate tones, the upper bound would be no more than 6% greater than 
it would be if the poets’ intended pronunciations were known.  
 
2.3. Interpreting line types: without the 1-3-5 Rule  
 

For this task, each line is assigned one of the line types in (1) for an 
exact match. As will be discussed later, only a third of the lines in the 
corpus exactly match the tone patterns in (1).  
 
2.4. Interpreting line types: with the 1-3-5 Rule  
 

Next the 1-3-5 Rule is taken into account; each line is assigned one 
of the line types in (1), while allowing flexibility in the first, third, and 
fifth syllables. Most lines now fit one of the four line types, but some 
still do not, such as line 7 in poem 188, shown in (15), where the 
translation is based on the interpretation of Qiu (1976).  
 
(15) 已 忍 伶-俜 十 年 事 OOEEOEO 
 already  endure  alone ten year thing 
 ‘I already endured it alone for ten years’ 
 
Under the 1-3-5 Rule, this line is XOXEXEO, which does not match any 
of the types in (1). If the sixth syllable were O, the line would match type 
(1c), which is XOXEXOO. Such lines will be labeled as unclassified at 
this stage. 
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2.5. Interpreting poem types: with the 1-3-5 Rule  
 

Next, each poem is assigned a tone pattern using the quatrain types 
in (5). This assignment is made so as to most closely match the sequence 
of line types assigned in the previous step, which takes the 1-3-5- rule 
into consideration. As mentioned above, the two quatrains of an eight-
line poem are either of the same type or else differ by first-line rhyming 
in the first quatrain. Consider poem 173 in (16) and the analysis of its 
best-fitting pattern in (17). 
 
(16) 朝 聞 游-子 唱 離 歌﹐ EEEOOEE 

dawn hear traveler sing depart song 
 ‘At dawn I hear your parting song’ 
 
 昨 夜 微 霜 初 度 河。 OOEEEOE 
 last night mild frost first cross river 
 ‘Last night a first frost came over the river’ 
 
 鴻-雁 不 堪 愁-裡 聽﹐ EOOEEOO 
 goose not bear grief-in hear 
 ‘In grief, I can’t bear to hear wild geese cry’ 
 
 雲 山 況 是 客 中 過。 EEOOOEO 
 cloud mountain yet be you through pass 
 ‘Yet the cloud mountains are where you have to pass’ 
 
 關 城 樹 色 催 寒 近﹐ EEOOEEO 
 Gate City tree color hurry cold near 
 ‘In Gate City, tree colors herald cold winter’ 
 
 御-苑 砧 聲 向 晚 多。 OOEEOOE 
 palace laundry sound near evening quicken 
 ‘Near the palace, laundry sounds quicken in the evening’ 
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 莫 見 長-安 行-樂 處﹐ OOEEEOO 
 not see Chang-An happy place 
 ‘Don’t think Chang-An is just a happy place’ 
 
 空 令 歲-月 易 蹉-跎。 EOOOOEE 
 vain let time easy waste 
 ‘It is easy to let times go by in vain’ 
 
(17)     Poem Types 
    No L1 rhyming With L1 rhyming 
 Line Poem 173  5a 5c 5e 5g 5b 5d 5f 5h 
 1 XEXOXEE D A* C* B* D D B* C* A* 
 2 XOXEXOE B B D* A* C* B D* A* C* 
 3 XOXEXOO C C A* D* B* C A* D* B* 
 4 XEXOXEO A D* B* C* A D* B* C* A 
 5 XEXOXEO A A C* B* D* A C* B* D* 
 6 XOXEXOE B B D* A* C* B D* A* C* 
 7 XOXEXOO C C A* D* B* C A* D* B* 
 8 XOXOXEE - D* B* C* A* D* B* C* A* 
 Poem type score:  5 0 0 2 6 0 0 1 
 
The text of poem 173 and the tonal category of each syllable are shown 
in (16). By examining the second, fourth, sixth, and seventh syllables, a 
line type is assigned to each line, shown in the third column in (17). For 
instance, the second, fourth, sixth, and seventh syllables of line 1 have 
tones E, O, E, and E, respectively. This identifies the line with (1d), so it 
is marked as type D. The eighth line, however, has tones O, O, E, and E 
for its second, fourth, sixth, and seventh syllables and this does not 
match any line in (1). Thus line 8 is left without a line type.2 

                                                 
2 A reviewer points out that the second character in line 8 of poem 173, namely 令 ‘let’, 
is thought to have E tone by Qiu (1976), instead of O tone as we marked it. The character 
indeed has two pronunciations, one with E and one with O. According to Xiandai Hanyu 
Cidian (1978), the meaning ‘let’ should have the E tone, as we marked. However, it is 
possible that both tones were available to the poet and that E was a proper choice at that 
time. If so, (5b) would still be the type we assign to poem 173 and line 8 would be 
without error. This does not affect our discussion of poem 173, which is used as an 
example to demonstrate how we assign line types and poem types.  
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The rest of (17) is devoted to assigning to each quatrain in the poem 
a quatrain type from (5). The sequence of line types in column 3 is 
DBCA ABC-. This sequence does not admit a perfect match with any of 
the patterns in (5), but our purpose here is to find the pattern that most 
closely matches the poem. There are eight possibilities for the tone 
pattern of the first quatrain. As mentioned above, the second quatrain is 
assumed to resemble the first except without first-line rhyming. These 
eight possible patterns are represented in columns 4-11. Discrepancies 
between these patterns and the assigned line types in column 3 are 
marked with asterisks. Pattern (5a), for instance, expects the line types of 
each quatrain to be A, B, C, and D, in that order. Lines 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 
of the poem match this pattern, but lines 1, 4, and 8 do not. The last row 
of (17) indicates the number of lines in which a pattern agrees with the 
assigned line types. The poem type with the highest score is (5b), which 
disagrees with the actual poem in only the fourth and eighth lines. Poem 
type (5b) is thus assigned to poem 173. 

All eight-line poems in our corpus yield a unique best-fit pattern by 
this method. However, a few four-line poems are ambiguous. One 
example is poem 299, shown in (18). 
 
(18) Line Poem 299  5a 5b 5c 5d 5e 5f 5g 5h 
 1 XEXOXEE D A* D C* B* B* C* D A* 
 2 XOXEXOO C B* B* D* D* A* A* C C 
 3 XOXEXEO - C* C* A* A* D* D* B* B* 
 4 XEXOXEE D D D B* B* C* C* A* A* 
 Poem type score:  1 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 
 
Line 3 does not fit any of the four line types, and the remaining three 
lines do not fit any of the quatrain types in (5). Again columns 4-11 
show the possible quatrain patterns, with asterisks indicating 
disagreement with the assigned line types in column 3. As indicated by 
the scores in the last row, the two best candidate quatrain types each 
agree with the assigned line types in only two lines. In such cases the 
poem is assigned the quatrain type which minimizes the number of 
mismatched syllable tones. This is shown in (19), where the mismatched 
tones are underlined. 
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(19) Line Poem 299  (5b)  (5g) 
 1 XEXOXEE D XEXOXEE  D XEXOXEE D 
 2 XOXEXOO C XOXEXOE  B* XOXEXOO C 
 3 XOXEXEO - XOXEXOO  C* XOXEXOE B* 
 4 XEXOXEE D XEXOXEE  D XEXOXEO A* 
 Syllable Mismatches: 2  3 
 
In this case, poem type (5b) is chosen because it differs from poem 299 
in just two syllables, whereas poem type (5g) differs from poem 299 in 
three syllables. 

A reviewer suggests, following Qiu (1976: 383), that there was a 
reason for the sixth syllable in line 3 of poem 299 to have a tonal 
violation. The intended pattern is XOXEXOO (line type C), as our 
analysis predicts. If the poet uses O for the fifth syllable, which is 
allowed by the 1-2-3 rule, the line would be XOXEOOO, which contains 
a trisyllabic OOO, which is thought to be disfavored. To avoid OOO, the 
poet need to use E for the sixth syllable, which gives XOXEOEO (the 
actual line is EOEEOEO). Such consideration, i.e. the choice of one tone 
influences the choice of another, is called 拗 ‘counter-balance’ within a 
line. Given this, one might consider separating two cases of tonal 
violations: those that serve the purpose of counter-balance, and those that 
do not. It is worth noting though that OOO occurs quite frequently. In 
our corpus, it occurs in 138 lines, which is 20.5% of the 672 lines. In any 
case, our algorithm counts tonal violations regardless of the motivation. 
As we will report below, over 90% of the lines have no violations under 
the 1-3-5 rule. This means that over 90% of the lines do not use syllables 
2-4-6 for counter-balance. If we treat lines with counter-balances as good 
lines, the total number of good lines would be a few percentages higher. 
 
2.6. Comparison to findings from pentasyllabic regulated verse 
 

The ideal tonal patterns for heptasyllabic regulated verse are similar 
to those for pentasyllabic regulated verse (Wang 1958). The 
pentasyllabic tone patterns, shown in (20), resemble the last five 
syllables of each heptasyllabic pattern in (1). 
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(20) Line types of pentasyllabic regulated verse 
a. OOEEO  (A) 
b. EEOOE  (B) 
c. EEEOO  (C) 
d. OOOEE  (D) 

 
Because of the similarities in the tonal requirements, it is natural to 
compare results from heptasyllabic poetry to those from pentasyllabic 
poetry, such as that provided by Ripley (1980). The pentasyllabic 
analogue to the 1-3-5 Rule is the 1-3 Rule, which regards the tone of the 
first and third syllables of a line as variable. We will use the line type 
labels A, B, C and D to refer to both the seven-syllable line types in (1) 
and the corresponding five-syllable line types in (20). 
 
 
3. RESULTS 
 

We offer the results of best fit for lines, couplets, and poems, and 
compare our results with those of Ripley (1980). We also discuss the 
issue of Gu Ping, the 1-3-5 Rule, and word frequencies. 
 
3.1. Lines 
 

When lines are judged against the strict patterns in (1), without the 1-
3-5- rule, the results are abysmal. The same is true for Ripley’s (1980) 
study. A comparison is shown in (21) and (22), where “no match” means 
the line is not a perfect A, B, C, or D.  
 
(21) Best fit of poems, without the 1-3-5 Rule 
  Present corpus Ripley (1980) 
 Perfect 1 0.9% 2 0.5% 
 Imperfect 113 99.1% 462 99.5% 
 All 114 100% 464 100% 
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(22) Best fit of line types, without the 1-3-5 Rule 
 Line type Present corpus Ripley (1980)  
 A 51 7.6% 480 12.9% 
 B 83 12.4% 744 20.0% 
 C 23 3.4% 249 6.7% 
 D 59 8.8% 385 10.4% 
 No match 456 67.9% 1854 49.9% 
 Total 672 100% 3712 100% 
 
It is quite clear that the patterns in (1) are too strict for the general 
practice of Regulated Verse. In our corpus, only one poem (less than 
1%), the four-line poem 277, match the strict tonal requirements. 
Similarly, in Ripley’s corpus, only 2 poems (also less than 1%) match 
the strict tonal requirements.  

With regard to line types, only a third of the lines in our corpus 
exhibit the tone patterns in (1); the presence of alternate pronunciations 
(at about 6%) would not have changed the result very much. In Ripley’s 
corpus, 50% of the lines match the ideal forms. The lower rate of 
matches in our corpus is probably due to the length of the lines. Consider 
a specific example. Suppose most poets follow the 1-3-5 Rule. A 
heptasyllabic line type A is then XEXOXEO, where X can be either E or 
O. For each X, there is a 50% chance that it is E and a 50% chance that it 
is O. The chance for XEXOXEO to be exactly EEOOEEO is then 12.5% 
(50% x 50% x 50%). In contrast, the chance for the corresponding 
pentasyllabic line type XOXEO to be exactly OOEEO is 50% (50% x 
50%). In other words, there is a greater chance for a shorter line to match 
a strict pattern by chance. 

Next, we takes the 1-3-5 Rule into consideration, whereby a line 
needs only to match the patterns in (1) in syllables two, four, six and 
seven. Now around 90% of the lines in our corpus match the patterns 
(without regard to alternate pronunciations). Similarly, pentasyllabic 
lines in Ripley’s corpus also show great improvement, with a match rate 
of 93%. This is shown in (23).  
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(23) Line type matches, with respect to 1-3-5 Rule 
  Our corpus Ripley’s corpus 
 Line type Line count Line count  
 A 117 17.4% 815 22.0%  
 B 199 29.6% 937 25.2%  
 C 100 14.9% 713 19.2%  
 D 194 28.9% 994 26.8%  
 No match 62 9.2% 253 6.8%  
 Total 672 100% 3712 100%  
 
Thus, both corpora show that the 1-3-5 Rule reflects a general practice in 
composing regulated verse by Tang poets. 

It is worth noting that in both corpora there are more type B and type 
D lines (which end in E syllables) than type A and type C lines (which 
end in O syllables). This is especially so in our corpus, as shown in (24). 
 
(24) Ratio between lines of type B and D and lines of type A and C  
 B&D A&C Ratio 
 Ripley’s corpus 52% 41% 5:4 
 Our corpus 59% 32% 2:1 
 
The reason for the higher percentage of B and D lines is that (a) they end 
in an E syllable, which is favored for rhyming lines, and (b) there are 
more rhyming lines than non-rhyming lines because of first-line 
rhyming. Specifically, if only even lines rhyme (which is mostly the 
case), the ratios between rhyming and non-rhyming lines are as in (25). 
 
(25) Ratio between rhyming- and non-rhyming lines (B&D : A&C) 
  With first-line rhyming No first-line rhyming 
 4-line poems 3:1 2:2 (1:1) 
 8-line poems 5:3 4:4 (1:1) 
 
In Ripley’s corpus, all poems have eight lines each (3712 lines for 464 
poems). If some poems have first-line rhyming and some do not, the 
overall ratio should fall between 5:3 and 1:1. In our corpus, there are 60 
four-line poems and 54 eight-line poems. The overall ratio, therefore, 
should fall between 3:1 (for four-line poems with first-line rhyming) and 
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1:1 (for eight-line or four-line poems without first-line rhyming). In both 
corpora, the actual ratio falls between the high bound and the low bound, 
as shown in (26). 
 
(26) Ratio between rhyming- and non-rhyming lines (B&D : A&C) 
  High bound Actual Low bound 
 Ripley’s corpus 5:3 5:4 1:1 
 Our corpus 3:1 2:1 1:1 
 
This shows how first-line rhyming skews the distribution of line types in 
favor of B and D. 
 
3.2. Couplets 
 

We refer to couplet types by the lines which make them up. For 
example, an AB couplet is an A line followed by a B line. We expect it 
to occur in the beginning of an ABCD quatrain or at the end of a CDAB 
quatrain. Couplet types AC, BD, CA and DB are found only with first-
line rhyming in the beginning of the poems of (4). For example, a BD 
couplet is expected to occur at the beginning of a BDAB quatrain, where 
the first and fourth lines are of the same type, but no ideal poem form 
should end with a BD couplet. The summary in (28) gives the couplet 
counts in the present corpus that fall into each category, without regard 
to multiple pronunciations. 
 
(27) Couplet type counts in our corpus 

Type Without 1-3-5 Rule With 1-3-5 Rule 
 AC 0 0% 2 0.6% 
 BD 1 0.3% 38 11.3% 
 CA 0 0% 1 0.3% 
 DB 7 2.1% 41 12.2% 
 AB 22 6.5% 105 31.3% 
 BA 0 0% 2 0.6% 
 CD 9 2.7% 89 26.5% 
 DC 0 0% 2 0.6% 
 No match 297 88.4% 56 16.7% 
 All 336 100% 336 100% 
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Without the 1-3-5 Rule, just about 10% of the 336 couplets are 
consistent with the possible quatrains. In contrast, with the 1-3-5 Rule 
more than 80% of the couplets are well-formed.  

In Ripley’s corpus, there are 1217 couplets that are made of that he 
calls “model” or “near model” lines (Ripley 1989: 132). In addition, 
there are four line types, with a total of 346 lines, that that he considers 
to be not as good but acceptable (Ripley 1989: 133, Figure 6); these are 
lines that follow the 1-3-5 Rule but have three O tones or three E tones in 
a row (OOOEO, EEEOE, EEOOO, and OOEEE). If these lines are all 
accepted (as their counter-parts are in our corpus), they add up to 346 
more couplets, which give the total of 1536. In (28) we compare couplet 
matches in both corpora. 
 
(28) Couplet counts, with the 1-3-5 Rule 
  Our corpus Ripley’s corpus 
 Match 280 83.3% 1536 82.8%  
 No match 56 16.7% 320 17.2% 
 All 336 100% 1856 100% 
 
Again, the two corpora show very similar results. 
  
3.3. Four-line poems 
 

As noted earlier, without the 1-3-5- rule, only one poem (poem 
number 277) matches a quatrain type perfectly. With the 1-3-5 Rule, 
62% of four-line poems match a quatrain type in syllables two, four, six 
and seven. The result in (29) indicates the distribution of four-line poems 
among the eight possible quatrain types listed in (5). Here “poor lines” 
refers to lines which do not agree with their assigned best-fit types and 
FLR is the abbreviation for first line rhyming. 
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(29) Poem type Number of poor lines  
 No FLR 0 1 2 3 4 Total 
 A 0 5 0 0 0 5 
 B 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 C 2 0 0 0 0 2 
 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
 With FLR 
 A 14 7 4 0 0 25 
 B 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 C 21 6 1 0 0 28 
 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
 Total 37 18 5 0 0 60 
 % 62 30 8 0 0 100 
 
As can be seen, most non-perfect poems deviate from the model pattern 
by one line. These numbers represent the upper bound in considering 
alternate pronunciations and may be up to 6% too high. 
 
3.4. Eight-line poems 
 

Eight-line poems have a greater chance of a line disagreeing with 
that in the model poem type. As shown in (30), about 40% of eight-line 
poems match the quatrain forms with respect to the 1-3-5 Rule.  
 
(30) Poem type Number of poor lines  
 No FLR 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 
 A 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 7 
 B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 C 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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 With FLR 
 A 7 4 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 23 
 B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 C 9 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 18 
 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
            
 Total 20 13 16 5 0 0 0 0 0 54 
 % 37 24 30 10 0 0 0 0 0 100 
 
No non-perfect poem deviates from the model pattern by more than three 
lines. Again, these numbers represent the upper bound in considering 
alternate pronunciations and may be up to 6% too high. 
 
3.5. Faithfulness of lines to best fit 
 

In section 3.1 we discussed line type matches when each line was 
considered by itself. We can also consider line type matches after each 
poem was assigned a poem type. In the latter case, the type of a line is 
determined by the expected line sequencing of the poem. The two 
methods may yield different results, with the second method having 
slightly fewer good lines. The result of the second method is shown in 
(31). These numbers reflect the upper bound, because alternate 
pronunciations have been considered. 
 
(31) Line type matches based on poem types (with 1-3-5 Rule) 
  Number of mismatched syllables 
 Line type 0 1 2 3 4 All 
 A 110 7 2 1 0 120 
 B 190 17 2 5 0 214 
 C 95 21 3 3 0 122 
 D 189 20 0 7 0 216 
 Total 584 65 7 16 0 672 
  87% 10% 1% 2% 0.0% 100.0% 
 
87% of the lines agree with the poem types we have assigned. This result 
is quite close to that in section 3.1 (about 91%), where line types were 
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judged without reference to poem types. Also, it can be seen that most 
imperfect lines have just one mismatched syllable under the 1-3-5 Rule.  
 
3.6.  “Gu Ping” 
 

Previous descriptions of pentasyllabic and heptasyllabic Chinese 
regulated verse mention a prohibited tonal pattern called “Gu Ping”, or 
‘lone Even’ (Wang 1958). Literally, Gu Ping refers to a line that contains 
only one E tone, not counting the last syllable. In heptasyllabic verse, Gu 
Ping can arise when the 1-3-5 Rule is applied to XOXEXOE to create 
OOOEOOE. Gu Ping can also arise through a violation of an even-
numbered syllable, such as EOOOOOE, which comes from XOXEXOE 
with a violation of the fourth syllable. In our corpus no Gu Ping line was 
found. The rarity of Gu Ping lines supports the long-held idea that Gu 
Ping lines are consciously avoided in regulated verse. 

In his pentasyllabic corpus, Ripley (1980: 133-135) found a total of 
62 Gu Ping lines. They are shown in (32), along with the corresponding 
strict patterns. Underlined syllables indicate changes allowed by the 1-3-
5 Rule. 
 
(32) Line Strict Count 
 OEOOE EEOOE 2  
 OOOEO OOEEO 47 
 OEOOO EEEOO 13 
 Total  62 
 
The number of Gu Ping lines in Ripley’s corpus was surprisingly high, 
even though his corpus has over five times as many lines as ours. Ripley 
argues that not all Gu Ping lines are equally bad. Instead, he suggests 
that only OEOOE should be banned strictly, whereas OOOEO and 
OEOOO are acceptable (under certain circumstances). In any case, it 
remains a question why Gu Ping lines do not show up in our corpus at 
all. There are several possibilities. First, our corpus has longer lines, and 
longer lines have less chance of having just one E tone. Second, our 
corpus has better poems (probably the best 300 from all Tang poems 
judged by the compiler). Third, Ripley did not consider alternate 
pronunciations. 
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3.7. The 1-3-5 Rule 
 

We discussed earlier that the literal interpretation of the 1-3-5- rule is 
that the first, third, and fifth syllables in a heptasyllabic line can take any 
tone. However, as is often noted, the literal interpretation is a 
simplification (Wang 1958, Qiu 1976, Ripley 1980). This can be seen in 
the data (33), which shows, for each line type (A-D), the rate of tone 
change at each syllable position (S1-S7) from the strict pattern in (1).  
 
(33) Rate of tone change at each syllable position (%) 
 Type S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 Lines 
 A 35.8 1.7 29.2 2.5 7.5 1.7 0.8 120 
 B 43.0 3.7 2.8 3.3 15.4 2.8 0.5 214 
 C 36.9 4.9 48.4 3.3 16.4 13.9 0.0 122 
 D 45.4 3.7 58.8 4.2 2.8 3.7 0.5 216 
 All 41.4 3.6 33.8 3.4 10.1 4.9 0.4 672 
 
If S1, S3, and S5 are equally free, one would expect the rates of change 
to be similar in those positions. However, there are fewer changes for the 
fifth syllable (10.1% overall) than for the first and third. In addition, 
different line types also differ in their patterns of change. For example, 
the third syllable of type B has far fewer changes than the third syllable 
in other line types. Evidently, a more accurate characterization of the 1-
3-5 is needed. 

One such characterization was given by the Qing scholar Wang 
Shizhen (王士禎, 1634-1711, cited in Qiu 1976: 256-258). According to 
him, the first syllable is free, but the third and fifth are conditional. In 
particular, the third and fifth syllables can change their tones as long as it 
does not destroy an E-tone pair. For example, OO can change to EO, but 
EE should not change to OE (unless the next tone is E). This is shown in 
(34), where the free positions are underlined. The predicted free 
positions are compared with the actual results, repeated in (35). 
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(34) Type Pattern (free positions underlined) 
 A EEOOEEO  
 B OOEEOOE  
 C OOEEEOO  
 D EEOOOEE  
 
(35) Rate of tone change at each syllable position (%) 
 Type S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 Lines 
 A 35.8 1.7 29.2 2.5 7.5 1.7 0.8 120 
 B 43.0 3.7 2.8 3.3 15.4 2.8 0.5 214 
 C 36.9 4.9 48.4 3.3 16.4 13.9 0.0 122 
 D 45.4 3.7 58.8 4.2 2.8 3.7 0.5 216 
 All 41.4 3.6 33.8 3.4 10.1 4.9 0.4 672 
 
The prediction works fairly well in that the free positions mostly have 
higher rates of tone change than other positions. On the other hand, some 
differences among the free positions remain to be explained. For 
example, in line B the fifth position has much fewer changes than the 
first position; indeed, the fifth position in line B has fewer changes than 
the fifth position of line C, although the latter is supposed to be non-free. 
Similarly, in lines C and D the first position has fewer violations than the 
third position, whereas in line A it is the reverse. 

Let us now consider the case in Ripley’s corpus. The expected 
positions that allow change are shown with underline in (36), where each 
line type corresponds to the last five syllables of a heptasyllabic line. The 
actual results are shown in (37). The total number for each line type is 
based on those that Ripley discussed (he only discussed 3459 of the 3712 
lines in his corpus), and the percentages are based on the numbers in his 
Figure 11 (Ripley 1980: 140). 
 
(36) Type Pattern (free positions underlined) 
 A OOEEO  
 B EEOOE  
 C EEEOO  
 D OOOEE  
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(37) Rate of tone change at each syllable position (%) 
 Type S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Lines 
 A 37.1 0.7 12.6 4.5 0.0 815 
 B 3.6 0.3 20.5 0.1 0.0 937 
 C 53.0 0.4 45.7 28.1 0.0 713 
 D 59.3 0.0 4.1 0.7 0.0 994 
 All 37.7 0.3 19.1 7.1 0.0 3459 
 
The predicted free positions (underlined) still have high rates of changes, 
although as in our corpus the rates are not always even. However, the 
rates of two positions are rather unexpected: the third and fourth 
positions of line C are not free, yet they have very high rates of change.  
 
3.8. Word frequencies 
 

We thought it would be useful to see what words are used more 
frequently than others in poetry. Therefore, we calculated the frequencies 
of all the characters in our corpus. The results are given in Appendix 2. 
The discussion here is unrelated to prosody or phonology, as the 
reviewers rightly pointed out. Nevertheless, we thought it is 
linguistically relevant and might be of interest for some readers. 

The most frequent word is 不 ‘not’, which occurs 40 times. The top 
ranking of ‘not’ may seem a surprise, but considering the fact that there 
are 672 lines, 40 represents just 6% of them, which does not seem to be a 
high percentage for lines with a negation. 

The second most frequent word is 人 ‘person/man’, which occurs 39 
times. This word can not only refer to the generic ‘person/man’, but also 
function like the English suffix ‘-er’ in a compound, such as 舟人 ‘boat-
person (boater)’ and 行人 ‘travel-person (traveler)’. Therefore, its high 
frequency is quite understandable. Next consider some heavenly objects, 
shown in (38). 
 
(38) Frequencies of some heavenly objects 

Word 月 日 雲 雨 星  
Frequency 35 31 27 21 6 
Gloss ‘moon’ ‘sun’ ‘cloud’ ‘rain’ ‘star’ 
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It may seem natural that clouds and rain often stir emotions in the poet. It 
is also interesting to see that stars do so much less. However, one might 
not expect the moon and the sun to have similar effects. A careful look 
shows that 月 can mean ‘moon’ or ‘month’, and 日 can mean ‘sun’ or 
‘day’. The frequencies of the meanings are given in (39). 
 
(39) 月  日 
 30  ‘moon’ 12  ‘sun’ 
 5   ‘month’ 19  ‘day’ 
 
We now see that ‘moon’ is nearly three times as likely to be used in a 
poem as ‘sun’. The psychological effect of the moon is probably not 
unique to Chinese culture, since we also find words like ‘moonstruck’ 
and ‘lunatic’ in English. Similarly, consider the seasons, shown in (40). 
 
(40) Word 春 秋 夏 冬 
 Frequency 33 18 1 0 
 Gloss  ‘spring’ ‘autumn’ ‘summer’ ‘winter’ 
 
Poets seem to be sensitive to ‘spring’ a lot more than to ‘autumn’. In 
addition, they rarely refer to ‘summer’ or ‘winter’. Finally, consider 
times of the day, shown in (41).  
 
(41) Word 夜 晚/(黃)昏 晨 午 
 Frequency 32 6+2 1 0 
 Gloss ‘night’ ‘evening/dusk’ ‘morning’ ‘noon’ 
 
Poets seem to be most sensitive to ‘night’ by far. The words for 
‘evening’ and ‘dusk’ are also mentioned but not a lot. In contrast, 
‘morning’ and ‘noon’ are rarely mentioned. 

The above examination of word frequencies is rather superficial. 
Nevertheless, we found it interesting and hope it would be to the general 
audience. 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

We hope to have shown that a corpus study offers explicit ways to 
test theories about the prosodic requirements in poetry. In particular, we 
have examined the tonal requirements in regulated heptasyllabic verse 
(114 poems, 672 lines). Our results confirm the traditional view that 
some version of the “1-3-5 Rule” must be assumed, according to which 
the first, third, and fifth syllables of a line are free to use any tone. Our 
results also confirm additional limitations on the 1-3-5 Rule, as 
previously suggested by Wang Shizhen (王士禎, 1634-1711, cited in 
Qiu 1976: 256-258), in that the first syllable is indeed tonally free but the 
third and fifth are subject to the condition that an even-tone sequence EE 
should not be changed into OE. As is expected, tonal violations do occur, 
even in non-free positions (the second, fourth, and sixth syllables), but 
only at low rates (below 5% for each position). Our results are generally 
compatible with those of pentasyllabic lines (Ripley 1980), although ours 
seem to be more consistent in two respects. First, Ripley’s corpus has a 
number of Gu Ping lines (section 3.6) whereas ours has none. Second, 
Ripley’s corpus shows higher rates of tonal violations in non-free 
positions (section 3.7).  We have also provided information on word 
frequencies, which enables one to examine which words are favored by 
poets. 
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APPENDIX 1: CHARACTERS WITH ALTERNATE TONAL CATEGORIES 
 

The list is based on alternate pronunciations given in Tsai (2000). 
There are 65 characters in all. They occur for a total of 299 times. 

 
中, 乘, 任, 供, 便, 俱, 倚, 傳, 傾, 儲, 共, 冠, 分, 勞, 和, 喪, 場, 塞, 將, 屏, 幾, 
強, 待, 從, 應, 扇, 探, 擁, 教, 更, 朵, 橫, 沈, 漂, 漫, 漸, 為, 燕, 當, 相, 看, 磨, 
禁, 空, 籠, 綺, 縫, 縱, 聽, 背, 興, 華, 袍, 被, 調, 論, 重, 長, 間, 降, 難, 頃, 騎, 
魂, 鶴  
 
 
 APPENDIX 2: WORD FREQUENCIES 
 

Each paragraph starts with a frequency number and, in parentheses, 
the number of words at this frequency. 

 
40 (1)  不 
39 (1)  人 
38 (1)  無 
35 (1)  月 
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34 (1)  一 
33 (1)  春 
32 (1)  夜 
31 (3)  山, 日, 風 
29 (1)  花 
28 (1)  江 
27 (3)  上, 天, 雲 
24 (1)  時 
23 (1)  城 
22 (1) 樓 
21 (4) 何, 有, 空, 雨 
20 (4) 是, 未, 萬, 長 
19 (3) 寒, 年, 色 
18 (6) 君, 水, 玉, 秋, 落, 開 
17 (11) 三, 中, 事, 去, 客, 明, 漢, 相, 自, 見, 陽 
16 (5) 宮, 朝, 處, 金, 黃 
15 (6) 來, 為, 生, 白, 聲, 衣 
14 (10) 問, 家, 心, 愁, 斜, 猶, 盡, 臺, 草, 飛 
13 (7) 前, 十, 欲, 煙, 獨, 里, 難 
12 (14)  今, 千, 回, 多, 夢, 更, 歸, 流, 淚, 深, 西, 門, 香, 馬 
11 (13) 下, 到, 古, 外, 如, 書, 東, 柳, 樹, 河, 知, 關, 青 
10 (15) 五, 南, 將, 恨, 憐, 成, 新, 望, 看, 裡, 遠, 邊, 錦, 高, 鳳 
9 (19)  共, 北, 啼, 尋, 已, 影, 情, 曉, 此, 殿, 海, 清, 王, 蕭, 行, 身, 酒, 露, 龍 
8 (24)  二, 作, 半, 向, 小, 平, 幾, 後, 思, 悲, 暮, 歌, 沙, 紅, 終, 胡, 舊, 莫, 誰, 

輕, 還, 重, 陰, 隔 
7 (28) 光, 入, 初, 別, 地, 寂, 少, 帘, 帝, 干, 庭, 然, 百, 笑, 羅, 華, 蓬, 語, 路, 

近, 逢, 鄉, 野, 鐘, 陵, 雁, 頭, 鳥 
6 (41) 九, 仙, 分, 可, 在, 垂, 堂, 塵, 妝, 孤, 對, 峽, 州, 常, 征, 得, 應, 折, 散, 

星, 昨, 晚, 曲, 杯, 枝, 楚, 涯, 燕, 燭, 畫, 碧, 祠, 秦, 老, 聞, 茫, 蠟, 連, 過, 
雙, 音 

5 (49) 世, 主, 亦, 似, 使, 依, 催, 兩, 出, 動, 國, 好, 安, 帆, 復, 故, 教, 文, 斷, 
方, 木, 楊, 樂, 歲, 池, 波, 洞, 火, 田, 病, 籠, 細, 翠, 臥, 與, 舟, 船, 迢, 送, 
道, 鎖, 間, 闌, 離, 雪, 霜, 須, 餘, 鶴 

4 (73) 且, 乘, 井, 他, 令, 侯, 傳, 卻, 只, 同, 名, 哀, 堪, 報, 夫, 女, 子, 官, 宿, 
寥, 屏, 度, 待, 從, 微, 惟, 想, 才, 掃, 搖, 數, , 梁, 橋, 氣, 沈, 洲, 渡, 游, 
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滿, 漫, 照, 猿, 畔, 登, 益, 眉, 眠, 窗, 筆, 紫, 罷, 群, 臣, 臨, 舍, 萋, 葉, 薄, 
裳, 覺, 角, 識, 豈, 走, 遙, 隱, 靜, 顧, 鬢, 鷺, 鸝, 鼓 

3 (134) 亡, 代, 但, 佩, 侵, 倚, 傷, 冠, 冷, 凰, 劍, 勸, 卷, 原, 又, 取, 吟, 含, 吳, 
吹, 和, 園, 坐, 塞, 夕, 大, 妃, 姑, 婿, 嫁, 宵, 封, 尚, 居, 巫, 巴, 帶, 幽, 廟, 
弟, 御, 忍, 怨, 恩, 悵, 惜, 愛, 戍, 戰, 扇, 承, 拜, 指, 掌, 揚, 收, 改, 斗, 景, 
暖, 曙, 曾, 期, 松, 枕, 林, 桂, 桃, 條, 棲, 正, 武, 死, 殘, 泊, 浮, 湘, 漁, 漠, 
潮, 燈, 營, 片, 珠, 留, 異, 疏, 疑, 皆, 皇, 省, 眼, 石, 砧, 神, 禁, 緣, 總, 翁, 
聖, 能, 芙, 苑, 若, 荒, 蓉, 裁, 解, 言, 論, 謝, 謫, 賈, 車, 載, 辭, 遲, 郎, 鄰, 
醉, 銀, 銷, 錢, 閑, 降, 階, 隨, 霄, 靈, 非, 顏, 魄, 鷗, 黯 

2 (226) 丘, 丹, 久, 休, 住, 便, 信, 俸, 借, 偏, 停, 傍, 像, 兄, 先, 八, 冰, 凝, 即, 
口, 吊, 吏, 味, 命, 哭, 唯, 唱, 喜, 喧, 嗟, 囀, 四, 因, 圓, 堤, 場, 塚, 壘, 太, 
奉, 妻, 始, 娉, 婦, 學, 宅, 宗, 定, 宜, 室, 寸, 寺, 屋, 岸, 峰, 嶺, 川, 師, 席, 
床, 弦, 強, 彩, 徑, 忘, 忽, 急, 息, 悔, 悠, 意, 愧, 慇, 憶, 懃, 房, 托, 把, 拂, 
拔, 接, 揮, 擁, 敢, 料, 旌, 昏, 昔, 映, 昭, 晉, 晝, 晴, 曹, 會, 朱, 村, 杜, 梳, 
森, 楓, 業, 極, 樽, 機, 歷, 母, 毛, 永, 泥, 洛, 浪, 涕, 涼, 淒, 淮, 添, 渭, 湖, 
溪, 滄, 滾, 漏, 漸, 濃, 灰, 炬, 烏, 爭, 父, 物, 牽, 狂, 琵, 琶, 瑟, 瑤, 環, 當, 
痕, 目, 直, 移, 稀, 積, 窺, 端, 答, 策, 管, 節, 簫, 籌, 紗, 紙, 絕, 絲, 綺, 線, 
繁, 繞, 繡, 美, 羞, 聽, 腸, 苦, 茂, 蒼, 薊, 蘆, 蘇, 虛, 蛾, 螢, 袍, 裊, 親, 詔, 
詞, 詩, 調, 諸, 貧, 賦, 起, 迎, 返, 逐, 通, 邑, 都, 針, 釵, 銅, 銜, 鏡, 鐵, 閣, 
閨, 闕, 陌, 限, 院, 際, 雀, 雞, 雷, 霏, 面, 颯, 食, 飲, 騎, 驚, 骨, 髮, 魂, 鳴, 
鴉, 鵑, 鵡, 鶯, 鸚, 點, 齋 

1 (579) 丁, 丞, 並, 之, 乖, 也, 亂, 了, 云, 京, 亭, 仆, 仗, 仞, 仰, 仲, 任, 伊, 伏, 
伐, 伯, 估, 伴, 伶, 低, 余, 佳, 供, 俜, 俯, 俱, 倍, 倒, 倖, 倫, 偷, 傾, 僧, 儉, 
儒, 優, 儲, 充, 兒, 內, 公, 六, 兼, 冕, 冥, 凋, 函, 刀, 利, 削, 剔, 剪, 割, 劉, 
力, 功, 勒, 務, 勞, 匈, 印, 危, 及, 友, 受, 叢, 各, 合, 吾, 呂, 周, 呼, 咸, 商, 
喚, 喪, 喬, 嘯, 嘶, 嚙, 嚴, 圖, 團, 土, 埃, 埋, 堆, 塘, 墜, 墨, 壇, 壑, 壓, 壯, 
壺, 夏, 央, 失, 夷, 奠, 奴, 妨, 姓, 娥, 婁, 婢, 媒, 媚, 嫌, 嫦, 嬌, 嬪, 字, 存, 
宇, 宋, 宓, 宙, 宣, 宦, 宰, 宸, 容, 寄, 密, 寇, 寞, 寵, 射, 尊, 尹, 尺, 尾, 展, 
層, 岐, 岳, 島, 崔, 崩, 嵩, 嶢, 巢, 巧, 巷, 巾, 市, 帚, 帳, 帷, 幕, 幘, 幡, 幸, 
底, 府, 座, 庾, 廊, 弄, 弱, 張, 形, 彭, 往, 徊, 徒, 徘, 志, 忝, 怕, 怯, 悼, 惆, 
惘, 慎, 慾, 憑, 懮, 懷, 戈, 戎, 我, 戒, 戟, 戲, 戶, 所, 手, 扑, 投, 按, 捧, 捷, 
授, 探, 掩, 掾, 插, 換, 搔, 搜, 據, 擬, 支, 攸, 放, 救, 斑, 於, 施, 旅, 旆, 旒, 
旗, 早, 易, 晨, 晶, 晼, 暉, 暗, 暫, 替, 服, 朔, 本, 札, 朵, 杉, 李, 枉, 柏, 柱, 
根, 格, 梢, 梧, 梨, 棹, 榴, 槐, 槿, 樵, 橫, 檻, 歇, 歡, 殲, 每, 氏, 汀, 求, 污, 
汲, 決, 沽, 況, 泉, 泯, 洗, 津, 浚, 浥, 浦, 消, 涓, 淡, 淹, 淺, 渚, 渺, 滅, 滯, 
滴, 漂, 漲, 潘, 潦, 澗, 澤, 澹, 濁, 濕, 濟, 瀟, 灑, 炊, 烽, 焰, 煩, 熏, 燒, 燼, 
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牆, 牛, 犀, 狼, 猩, 獸, 獻, 玄, 玩, 玳, 珮, 瑁, 瑣, 璫, 璽, 瓊, 瓜, 甘, 用, 由, 
甲, 畏, 畤, 疾, 發, 盜, 盤, 盧, 真, 短, 磨, 磯, 祀, 祚, 祭, 程, 穆, 穴, 穿, 窅, 
窠, 窮, 竇, 立, 竟, 童, 竹, 笙, 笛, 等, 箏, 箔, 篋, 簟, 簡, 簪, 籙, 籬, 粉, 系, 
紆, 絮, 絳, 經, 綠, 緘, 縈, 縫, 縱, 縷, 織, 纓, 纖, 羈, 羊, 羌, 羯, 羽, 習, 翡, 
翼, 耳, 聊, 肅, 肉, 肯, 背, 胥, 脂, 腐, 腰, 膳, 臘, 至, 舅, 興, 舉, 舞, 良, 艱, 
艷, 芳, 苒, 苗, 英, 范, 茱, 荊, 荏, 荔, 荻, 莊, 菊, 菑, 菱, 萄, 萊, 萸, 著, 葛, 
葡, 葵, 蒸, 蔬, 蔻, 蔽, 蕪, 薜, 薪, 薰, 藍, 藎, 藜, 藥, 藻, 藿, 蘭, 虎, 虢, 蜀, 
蜓, 蜻, 蝴, 蝶, 蟲, 蟾, 蠡, 蠶, 衡, 衰, 衾, 袖, 袞, 被, 袷, 裘, 褥, 褲, 襄, 襟, 
覆, 覓, 觀, 計, 訊, 訪, 話, 誇, 認, 誓, 誠, 說, 誼, 請, 諫, 護, 變, 豆, 貂, 負, 
財, 費, 賓, 賜, 賢, 賤, 賴, 贏, 赴, 越, 趨, 跎, 跨, 蹉, 蹤, 躇, 躊, 躍, 軍, 軒, 
輝, 輪, 輿, 轉, 辜, 辰, 迥, 迴, 迷, 追, 透, 途, 逝, 進, 遇, 遊, 運, 遍, 達, 違, 
遣, 遮, 遺, 遼, 那, 郊, 鄧, 醅, 釋, 鉤, 鐶, 鑾, 閉, 閶, 闈, 闔, 阿, 陳, 陶, 陸, 
障, 險, 隴, 雄, 雅, 集, 雖, 霞, 霽, 靄, 韓, 頂, 頃, 頻, 類, 颭, 飄, 飧, 餉, 駐, 
駿, 騅, 驛, 驪, 體, 髻, 鬱, 鬼, 魏, 鯉, 鴻, 麝, 麥, 麾, 黍, 黑, 黔, 鼙, 齊, 龜 

 




